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Our phone security app has been designed to protect sensitive phone data that is stored on an 
android phone. It is a standalone pin protected security app with no internet connection required. 

PRODUCT FEATURES

You are able to access your phone and complete the following critical actions via remote SMS com-
mand and you do not need any data connection:

• Lock and unlock the phone
• Locate phone via GPS
• Retrieve and delete your contact list

And importantly, once our security app is activated it stays activated. The app will run in the back-
ground unless it is deactivated by PIN. It cannot be switched off any other way. 

HELPING YOU PROTECT YOUR PHONE FROM

SIM card tampering – If someone tries to remove the original SIM from your phone and replace it 
with another, the phone will still stay locked and unusable
Battery tampering – If the phone is switched off once the security app is activated or the battery is 
removed as soon as the phone is switched back on our security software will be protecting it
PIN hacking – If the phone has not been PIN locked remotely and someone attempts to enter an 
incorrect PIN, after the fifth attempt the phone will automatically lock itself
Microphone hacking – If the phone has a virus and it tries to activate the security software it will ask 
for permission prior to doing so.
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DESIGNED FOR ORGANISATIONS WHO

• Store sensitive or personal data on their mobile phone

• Work in a highly sensitive environment where phone hacking or data stealing could be detrimen-
tal

• Want to have peace of mind that sensitive information on their mobile phone is protected even if 
the phone is stolen, lost or hacked

• Need a guarantee that their data will never be sold to a third parties (often the case with free or 
low-cost apps)

• Work within the Defence/Military, Financial/Banking and Government.

MORE INFORMATION

Contact our team on the number below or email info@micromax.com.au 

Micromax Technology is a brand of Micromax Pty Ltd.


